
                                                                                                           April 14, 2017 
 
To the Editor: 
 
I appreciated Naomi Strickland's letter to the editor last week encouraging the Willits Environmental 
Center to remain open and active in the aftermath of the freeway bypass project just recently completed. 
However I would differ with her interpretation of how that completion happened––in her words, “due 
to overwhelming public demand.” 
 
When Caltrans representatives first met with citizens and local politicians in 1988, not one person 
among the three-hundred in attendance favored the proposed four-lane structure with three exits, that 
was being retailed to them as a benefit for local residents and coincidentally a boon to regional traffic. 
The public consensus of response was that the proposal was excessive in size and effect, would be too 
expensive, and would utterly change the Willits valley for dubious gain local or regional. 
 
When the project proceeded as originally planned, though with a two-lane structure and no connection 
to Highway 20, its primary regional function, it did so on criminally false pretenses, malpractice, and 
planned misinformation. To objections that a two-lane Eastern truck route with roundabouts would 
impact the land less and be more fitting to the vehicle volume and surrounding region, Caltrans 
adamantly maintained that the Federal Highway Administration would fund only four-lane freeways, 
otherwise nothing. Caltrans presented in evidence a diagram showing this rule in action. It proved to be 
a lie since its language advocating the first necessity to be “unobstructed” speed conditions for through-
traffic . Upon inquiry this turned out to be no more than self-serving jargon. The alleged FHA ‘rule’, if 
it were law, would have justified by law every road in the country to be rebuilt as a freeway structure. A 
Freedom Of Information Act inquiry produced a deposition from the FHA with the exact contrary 
position, that it did NOT fund only four-lane structures. Thus Caltrans had falsified its intimidating 
advocacy for the six-mile bypass project upon the decision making agencies and representative bodies, 
a project incidentally costing, it was found only after TV news investigation, $459 million, almost 
seven times the usual $12 million per mile freeway road cost, evidently because of the need to appear 
to mitigate the damage of invaluable wetlands in the way. 
 
As it turned out, the project violated not only the unmitigatable wetlands area that is the basis for peace 
and rejuvenation for the entire Willits vicinity, but its path overran and trucked away the remains of the 
Pomo civilization that had preceded the present one. Their irrevocably destroyed archaological site lies 
buried under a 300-yard-long mound of dirt, fifteen feet high, on East Side Road. Caltrans may add or 
subtract from it as needed, at will, at any time day or night or both, using klieg lights and heavy 
industrial machinery, rolling on huge trucks over roads repaired by county taxation, for the indefinite 
future. Caltrans owns a quarter of the Willits Valley in perpetuity until such time as it sells it off to the 
highest bidder. 
 
It may be possible that some apologetic concession to the Indian population will eventually ensue or 
that a belated sense of decency will modify the ad hoc two-lane freeway to include a concrete barrier 
and lessen the statistical danger of high-speed head-on collisions. 
 
Practically speaking, working from the enormous false pretenses mentioned above, Caltrans’ deceits  
were achieved with tacit compliance from the city fathers even after the malpractice and malfeasance 
were discovered and publically proclaimed.  The damage is permanent. Willits City citizens and thus 
their elected representatives seemed content to permit the authorities to “solve the problem” of “traffic 
on Main St.” in a predictably big-government, entrenched interests, way. 



 
Following the construction, a Caltrans public information employee [Note: the same employee who 
rationalized a half-billion price tag on behalf of his boss in Sacramento on the TV spot] offered the 
upbeat news that local traffic has been reduced 30% as a direct result of the freeway bypass, ignoring 
the historical fact that winter traffic decreases about that much every year. He failed to add that the 
freeway structure, carrying 6,000 cars regionally every day, is built for five times that volume with no 
recorded increase shown from the last twenty years or any demonstrable prospect of increase in the 
next twenty. 
 
In sum, the monolithic California road construction administration faithfully served its most important 
supporters, the big-construction, big-shipping interests whose representatives perennially sit on the 
California Transportation Commission. The Caltrans spokesman in his press release also omitted the 
conservatively anticipated 15-20% loss to the Willits economy that the dubious advantages of vehicular 
flow will cause.  He accomplished his job by patronizingly pumping the bright side of the bargain, so 
far overshadowed by the cumulative wrong done that led to his cheery rationalizations at the keyboard. 
 
If a number of local citizens also favored the project for their own reasons, either through customary 
identification with respectable authority or through love of the appealing notion widely promulgated on 
television that speed equals freedom, worth, happiness, and power, they, like the protestors, the 
Highway Patrol––that tragically turned Willits into a military occupation for several months––and the 
workers who did the actual work, were anonymous pawns in a much bigger game than local traffic. 
 
On that score, I can testify as a citizen joining the protestor faction, there was no animus among them 
toward any other pawns. We share something in common now. The general lack of desire to achieve the 
complex purpose of reasonable transport through and respect for the land and waters of this precious 
valley, is an empirical fact of which we all share intimate knowledge. 
 
I believe it was because of the magnitude of this plenary but all too understandable failure, 
guaranteeing future loss on several levels, that the Willits Environmental Center leaders went through a 
period of grief. This, and perhaps the march of generational age, led to scaling back the labors of the 
community group. This may change in future time.  Justice is an implacable motivation. 
 
But returning to the initial subject, the eventual history of Willits is factually mistaken if it attributes  
“overwhelming public demand” as the generating force behind this excessively broadly destructive 
event. When I was gathering signatures against its execution during the early stages in 2013, I found 
that of the 3,000 signatures collected, a thousand were passers-through giving out of town and out of 
state addresses. The inter-regional travelers had not a thing against small town America. Only faceless 
entrenched avarice might differ with their expansive American attitude, that land and life on a human 
scale are the most important aspects of the democratic State. Against this view, Caltrans is 
unfortunately also a pawn in the game, though a willingly deceitful one, if we take for our example 
what it said and did to the undisturbed, once quiet lovely Willits Valley. The constant engine roar and 
noxious sulphur-dioxide fumes waft to either side, sink into the conifer rooted mountains and then 
resound back, to create an unintended amphitheater the Greeks would have abandoned for better 
country. 
 
William Ray 
Willits, California 


